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About AMS-PAR 

A higher level of assurance 

At AMS-PAR, our goal is to recover lost profits for your company. Through comprehensive examination of your 
company’s contracts and review processes, we help you assess whether your venture partners, suppliers and 
contractors are in compliance with the terms of your agreements. We identify, document, and recover lost profits that 
will enhance your bottom line. 

Why do you need an AMS-PAR review? 

 Most of today’s procurement departments are sized to buy and coordinate; they are not staffed or have the 

expertise to perform a retrospective contract performance assessment. 

 Most major contractual agreements are highly complex, so our review helps ensure that the terms are accounted for 

properly. 

 Claims must be documented—a process requiring access to third party records, vouchers and supporting data. 

Most internal resources do not have access to this information. 

 Vendor/supplier agreements often are either not consulted by those approving invoices or are not available to 

them. 

 Compliance with tax laws, job levels, and assignments must be assessed and validated on a case-by-case basis. 

Our software and data analysis are designed to help disclose more discrepancies by looking at the information 
differently. Advanced technology enables us to interrogate data in new ways, and our expertise allows us to 
interpret the results to maximize profit recovery. Our secure website and frequent data backups assure reliability and 
confidentiality. And our in-depth reporting gives you a complete project summary with observations and 
recommendations based on careful analysis. 

Serving our clients’ interests 

We provide our services to a wide variety of businesses, including oil and gas producers, royalty owners, refining 

and petrochemical facilities, power producers, manufacturers, and state/federal agencies. Whether you represent 

a two-person partnership or a federal government agency, we tailor our reviews to meet your company’s 

objectives, and we staff engagements with the right resources dedicated to meeting those goals. Our record 

confirms that our thorough methodology brings results—our services have saved our clients hundreds of millions 

and stopped contract leakage. The highest accolade any service provider can achieve is having its clientele return 

repeatedly. More than 85% of our business is generated from repeat clients. 

With an impressively credentialed staff and more than 40 years of diverse corporate work, AMS-PAR offers your 

company an uncommon level of contract insight and provides a higher level of assurance that your recoveries will be 

maximized. 

 


